I. Introduction
Exchange rates of currencies are important financial problem that have received a great deal of interest from statisticians, actuaries and financial economists. The collapse of the Breton-Woods arrangement coming out of the 1973 world crisis gave way to a period of floating exchange rates throughout the developed and the third worlds [12] . Since then, the volatility modeling and forecasting in spot foreign exchange rates have attracted much attention and fostered a growing body of theoretical and empirical works to investigate the behavior of currency movements. In Nigeria, like most developing countries, volatility modeling and forecasting have attracted little attention for the simple reason that the foreign exchange market and the capital market are largely undeveloped [15] . The foreign exchange market in the fixed exchange rate period was characterized by high demand for foreign exchange which cannot be adequately met with the supply of foreign exchange by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). The fixed exchange rate period was also characterized by sharp practices perpetrated by dealers and end-users of foreign exchange [29] . The understanding of the behavior of exchange rate behavior is important to monetary policy [28] . The exchange rate has been found to be an important element in the monetary transmission process [27] and a movement in this price has a significant pass-through to consumer prices. The uncertainty of the exchange rate shows how much economic behaviors are not able to perceive the directionality of the actual or future volatility of exchange rate, that is, it is a different concept from the volatility of the exchange rate itself in that it means that the more forecast errors of economic behaviors made, the higher the trends in the uncertainty of the exchange rate are shown [33] . Researchers have introduced various models to explain and predict these patterns in volatility. [8] introduced the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) to model volatility. [8] modeled the heteroskedasticity by relating the conditional variance of the disturbance term to the linear combination of the squared disturbances in the recent past. [4] generalized the ARCH model by modeling the conditional variance to depend on its lagged values as well as squared lagged values of disturbance, which is called generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH). Since the work of [8] and [4] , various variants of GARCH model have been developed to model volatility. Some of the models include IGARCH originally proposed by [10] , GARCH in-Mean (GARCH-M) model introduced by [11] , the EGARCH or Exponential GARCH model proposed by [25] , TARCH or Threshold ARCH and Threshold GARCH were introduced independently by [34] and [14] , the Power ARCH model generalized by [6] .
Volatility modeling of exchange rate has many practical applications in statistics, economics and finance. [16] used 10 years (1974 -1983) of daily closing-bid prices, consisting of 2,510 observations, for five countries in comparison of US dollar to estimate the autoregressive conditionally heteroscedastic (ARCH) and generalized autoregressive conditionally heteroscedastic (GARCH) models along with the other modified/altered types of ARCH and GARCH. The findings of [16] proved that the two under study models were capable of removing all heteroscedasticity in price changes. It was also concluded that the standardized residuals from all the ARCH and GARCH models using the standard normal density were highly leptokurtic, and the standard GARCH (1,1) and EGACH (1,1) were found to be more efficient for removing conditional heteroscedasticity from daily exchange rate movements. Some other studies on the volatility of exchange rates include [23] , [22] , and [33] among others. [24] modeled the NOK/US Dollar exchange rate through ARCH and GARCH models, the results of which supported that three out of four analyzed series fitted better through GARCH than the ARCH model. [17] applied the parametric and non-parametric techniques on daily exchange rate of Pak Rupee / US Dollar exchange rate and tried to measure the success of intervention in foreign exchange market in Pakistan, which was done either in shape of alteration in the exchange rate level or smoothing the exchange rate fluctuations. The GARCH results, as reported by [17] proved that intervention was successfully altered, in both direction of exchange rate and smoothed the fluctuations in exchange rate while the event study confirmed that the intervention was successful for level and volatility of the exchange rate.
[26] used a number of GARCH models to investigate the volatility of Naira/US Dollar exchange rate in which the hypothesis of leverage effect was rejected by all asymmetry models, though all the coefficients of the variance equations were significant, the TS-GARCH and APARCH models proved to be the best models. [19] investigates the effects of interest and exchange rate changes on Turkish bank's stock returns and finds significant negative impact. Their results further indicate that interest and exchange-rate volatility are the major determinants of conditional bank stock return volatility. [2] examined the volatility of Naira/US Dollar and Naira/UK Pound Sterling exchange rates in Nigeria using GARCH model. The data on the monthly exchange rates were collected from Central Bank of Nigeria which spanned through the period 2007-2010. Investigation conducted on the exchange rates showed that volatility on the returns is persistent. The result of normality test indicated that the series residuals are asymmetric. The plots on the original series and unit root test on the return series established the nonstationarity status of Nigerian foreign exchange series.
[1] applied variants of GARCH models under non-normal innovations-t-distribution and Generalized Error Distribution (GED) on selected Nigeria exchange rates. The Berndt, Hall, Hall, Hausman (BHHH) numerical derivatives applied in the estimation of models converged faster and the time varied significantly across models. Asymmetric GARCH model with t-distribution (GARCH-t) was selected in most of the cases whereas for Nigeria-US Dollar exchange rate, GARCH-GED was specified. Both distributions showed evidence of leptokurticity in Naira exchange rate return series. The exchange rate volatility has implications for many issues in the arena of finance and economics. Such issues include impact of foreign exchange rate volatility on derivative pricing, global trade patterns, countries balance of payments position, government policy making decisions and international capital budgeting. The objective of this paper is to modeled daily Naira/US dollar exchange rate using GARCH and asymmetric models and observes some stylized fact characteristic volatility of exchange rate time series.
II. Methodology

Source of Data
The time series data used in this analysis consists of daily data over the period The return on exchange rate is defined as:
Where t e mean dollar/naira exchange rate at time t and 1 t e  represent naira exchange rate at time t-1. The t r of equation (1) will be used in observing the volatility of daily exchange rate in Nigeria.
Stylized Facts about Volatility Model
Here are some characteristics of common features of good volatility modeling on financial time series.
Fat Tails
Financial time series often exhibit leptokurtosis, meaning that the distribution of their returns is fattailed (i.e. the kurtosis exceed the kurtosis of a standard Gaussian distribution( see [21] or [13] ). When compared to the normal distribution, the empirical distribution of financial time series exhibits a fourth moment (kurtosis) higher than the normal value of 3 and therefore has fatter tails.
Volatility Clustering
Volatility clustering is often observed (i.e. large changes tend to be followed by large changes and small changes tend to be followed by small changes; [21] for early evidence). Another stylized fact is the socalled volatility clustering, which refers to the observation of large movements being followed by large movements and is an indication of persistence in past shocks.
Leverage Effects
First suggested by [3] , this styled fact refers to the idea that price movements are negatively correlated with volatility. The distribution considered in ARCH and GARCH models is symmetric and fail to model the third stylized fact, namely the leverage effect. To solve this problem, many extensions to GARCH models have been proposed.
Mean Reverting
Volatility clustering implies that volatility comes and goes. Thus a period of high volatility will eventually give way to more normal volatility and similarly, a period of low volatility will be followed by a rise. Mean reversion in volatility is generally interpreted as meaning there is a normal level of volatility to which volatility will eventually return. Very long run forecasts of volatility should all converge to this same normal level of volatility, no matter when they are made. While most practitioners believe this is a characteristic of volatility, they might differ on the normal level of volatility and whether it is constant over all time and institutional changes.
Persistence of Volatility
Volatility persistence is a feature that many time series models are designed to capture. A GARCH model features an exponential decay in the autocorrelation of conditional variances. However, it has been noted that squared and absolute returns of financial assets typically have serial correlations that are slow to decay similar to those of an I(d) process. A shock in the volatility series seems to have very "long memory" and impact on future volatility over a long horizon. The Integrated GARCH (IGARCH) model of [10] captures this effect but a shock in this model impacts upon future volatility over an infinite horizon and the unconditional variance does not exist for this model. A further measure of persistence in a volatility model is the half life of volatility. This is defined as the time taken for the volatility to move half way back towards its unconditional mean following deviation from it. The forecast future of volatility then will depend upon information in today's information set such as today's returns. Volatility is said to be persistence if today's return has a large effect on the forecast variance many periods in the future.
Asymmetric Effects
A stylized fact of financial volatility is that bad news (negative shocks) tends to have a larger impact on volatility than good news (positive shocks). In other words, volatility tends to be higher in a falling market than in a rising market. Based on this conjecture, the asymmetric news impact on volatility is commonly referred to as the leverage effect ( [9] ).
GARCH (p, q) Model and its Properties
In practice, it is often found that a large number of lags p, and a large number of parameters, are required to obtain a good model fit of ARCH (p) model. To circumvent this problem [4] proposed the generalized ARCH or GARCH (p,q) model, with the following formulation:
where,
h  is the volatility at day t-i 0 
Where, L is a backshift operator and 
lie outside the unit circle. The ARMA representation in (3) allows for the use of time series techniques in the identification of the orders of p and q.
GARCH (1, 1) Model
where, 1  Measures the extent to which a volatility shock today feed through into the next period's volatility.
Measures the rate at which this effect dies over time.
1 t h  is the volatility at day t-i.
GARCH Model Extensions
In most cases, the basic GARCH model provides a reasonably good model for analyzing financial time series and estimating conditional volatility. However, there are some aspects of the model, which can be improved so that it can better capture characteristics, and dynamics of a particular time series. Since bad news (negative shocks) tends to have a large impact on volatility than good news (positive shocks), hence here is need to talk about the GARCH extensions model and we have restricted our analysis to the more popular models of asymmetric volatility, Such as TGARCH, GJR-GARCH, and TS-GARCH.
TGARCH Model
Another GARCH Variant that is capable of modeling leverage effects is the threshold GARCH (TGARCH) model, which has the following form:
where, 
GJR-GARCH Model
The GJR-GARCH model is another volatility model that allows asymmetric effects. This was introduced by [14] . The general specification of this model is of the form: 
TS-GARCH Model
The TS-GARCH model developed by [31] and later [30] is another popular model used to capture the information content in the thick tails, which is common in the return distribution of speculative prices. The specification of this model is based on standard deviations and is as follows:
III.
Empirical Analysis
Data Characteristics
There is clearly indication (Fig. 1 ) of upward trend in the data more specifically in the early periods of the study years, although in the middle of the study periods there is a fluctuation that results to more upward trend in the later periods. e. large changes tend to be followed by large changes and small changes tend to be followed by small changes is volatility clustering ( [21] ) and is one of the stylized facts of volatility of financial time series. We also observed that the clustering of periods of volatility that is large movements followed by further large movements; the variance of exchange rate returns is not constant over time. This is an indication of shock persistence [7] ,which is another stylized fact of volatility of financial time series. The Fig. 3 clearly shows that the error may not likely normally distribute, at the same time are farther apart. And they are not spread and its can result in to higher kurtosis (kurtosis greater than 3 of normal distribution) which is another characteristics. In the other hand, if the distribution is not normal, the skewness will be different from zero and the distribution is asymmetrical ( i.e negative skewness or leptokurtic). But are times, the leverage effect of financial time series result from asymmetrical effect produced from the skewness of the distribution. In this context, negative shock increase predictable volatility in asset markets more than positive. A shock which increases the volatility of the market, increase the risk of holding the currency [28] .
Unit Root Test for the Exchange Rate
The ADF statistic test ( [5] ) the null hypothesis of unit root against the alternative of no unit root and the decision rule is to reject the null hypothesis when the value of the test statistic is less than the critical value. The KPSS statistic tests ( [20] ) the null hypothesis of stationarity against the alternative of non stationarity and the decision rule is to accept the null hypothesis when the value of the test statistic is less than the critical value. The results of the ADF and KPSS tests are in the Table below. Table 1 the ADF test statistic is greater than all the critical values in absolute value so the hypothesis of nonstationarity is rejected. And for KPSS test statistic is less than the critical value hypothesis is accept.
Testing for ARCH Effects
We have shown that the series are stationary, our aims here is to test for the ARCH effects in the residuals of the exchange rate and to establish if the ARCH effects are due to structural breaks or not. From Table 2 -3 result show that whether or not we assume structural breaks in exchange rate. There is evidence of ARCH effects for all the exchange rate across the groups and they can be modeled as conditional heteroscedastic model. The ARCH effects are not due to structural breaks as there are ARCH effects across the sub groups. The null hypothesis of no autocorrelation cannot be accepted in all cases we conclude that there are strong autocorrelation in the squared returns.
Jarque-Bera Test for Normality.
We examine the characteristics of the unconditional distribution of the exchange rate. This will enable us to explore and explain some stylized facts embedded in the financial time series. Jarque Bera normality test is used to demonstrate this and the results are given below Table 5 : Jarque -Bera Test for Normality Table 5 the results indicate the positive mean of daily exchange rate between USD/NGN, and standard deviation appear to be higher which follow the introduction of market determine exchange rate. The skewness is positively skews relative to the normal distribution (0 for the normal distribution). This is an indication of a non symmetric series. The kurtosis is very much larger than 3, the kurtosis for a normal distribution. Skewness indicates non-normality, while relatively large kurtosis suggests that distribution of the exchange rate return series is leptokurtic (i.e. exhibit fat tail), Jarkue-Bera normality test statistics, indicating that neither return series has normal distribution.
Model Identification
The particular optimization routine of the log-likelihood function shows that ARCH (5) and GARCH (1,1) are the optimal model for the returns. To avoid the problem of number of terms sufficiency and for parsimony for ARCH(5) with high order, we implement GARCH (1, 1) as its optimality among GARCH (p, q) models. From the Table 8 above, the null hypothesis that there is no ARCH effects remaining at every lag is accepted since all the p-values are greater than 0.05 therefore the models are adequate. The null hypothesis of no ARCH effects should be accepted as in Table 9 and the conclusion is that the models are adequate.
Model Checking
Fig 7:
Estimated conditional volatility of the exchange rate using GARCH (1, 1) Fig. 7 shows that the time series reverts quite quickly to its mean and is uniformly distributed. Fig 8 clearly Show that, the estimated volatility function is skewed and thus reveals asymmetry as display a Ushaped structure. We can observe that downward movements in the daily dollar/naira exchange rate return are follows by higher volatilities than upward movements of the same size of changes. That is the abnormal return will have more volatility especially for the negative abnormal. From Table 10 show that 1  coefficient is not statistically significant in the GARCH and GJR-GARCH models but significant at the 5% level in TGARCH and TS-GARCH models. This appears to show the presence of volatility clustering in TGARCH and TS-GARCH models. Conditional volatility for these models tends to rise (fall) when the absolute value of the standardized residuals is large (smaller).
Analysis of some Volatility Models
The coefficient of 1  (a determinant of the degree of persistence) are statistically significant in all the models.  in the GJR-GARCH and TGARCH models , the hypothesis of leverage effect is rejected for all models but asymmetry effect is accepted for the GJR-GARCH and TGARCH models. The results from the asymmetry models rejected the hypothesis of leverage effect. That is the GJR-GARCH and TGARCH models show the existence of statistically significant asymmetry effect. The TS-GARCH and TGARCH models are found to be the best models.
IV. Conclusion And Recommendation
Conclusion
We use daily Exchange rate volatility model between United States dollar and Nigeria naira for the period 1 st June, 2000 to 26 th July, 2011 to modeled the volatility of daily exchange rate with different types of GARCH family models and to observe some stylize fact characteristics volatility of exchange rate, such as persistence, volatility clustering, leverage effect etc. The results from all the models show that volatility is persistent (i.e. exceed 1) indicating GARCH (1, 1), GJR-GARCH (1, 1), and TS-GARCH (1, 1) models variances are not stationary but for TGARCH (1, 1) model (i.e. below 1) indicating the variance is stationary. The results from all the asymmetry models rejected the hypothesis of leverage effect. The GJR-GARCH (1, 1) and TGARCH (1, 1) models show the existence of statistically significant asymmetry effect. The TGARCH (1, 1) and TS-GARCH models are found to be the best models because they have maximum likelihood and lower information criteria.
Recommendation
From the results of the analysis, TGARCH (1, 1) and TS-GARCH (1, 1) models are recommended to be the fitted models because they have all the parameters of the variance being significant and they have maximum likelihood, lower Akaike information criteria and Schwarz information criteria. The research can serve as a step to observe the volatility modeling of the Nigeria exchange rate. We recommend the use of these models in capturing the effect and predictions of the volatility behavior of Nigeria exchange rate.
